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if we take a look at the translation of the kama sutra, we will see that the task of the translator was not an easy one and that it took him a whole year of hard
work. moreover, for the first time he was translating the book that was written in a dialect of the persian language and not in sanskrit, which was the local

language. that is why the translation of the original book did not look absolutely correct and very cumbersome and full of unexpected results. the next serious
work on translation of the kama sutra was started by the translator of kamasutra, john sutherland wilson in 1877, who has been published his book in 1897

with the title the sacred books of the east. in this book there are two translations of the kama sutra. the first one is in literal translation and the second one is
based on the kama sutra and the rules of love. the first translation was prepared in the british empire in the 19th century, and it was the first serious and
professional attempt to present the kamasutra in english. later, the translator of the kama sutra was a russian writer and philosopher, vladimir vernadsky,
who was a professor of philosophy and psychology in the moscow university in the early 1900s. in his book the kama sutra of vatsyayana he presented his
translation of the kamasutra, which was published for the first time in 1909 and which was the first serious attempt to translate the kama sutra in russian

language. the precise translation of the kama sutra into russian was more difficult than the translation of the book into english. the kamasutra was written in
a language with a non-roman script, which was not very familiar to the russian people. the next thing was that the kama sutra is a very complicated book with

the lot of references on other books, which were not so easy to understand for the russian reader, especially in the period of the russian revolution. in
addition, the russian translators had to deal with difficulties when it comes to the accent of the kama sutra, which was written in sanskrit.
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at the same time, the descriptions of the kamasutra were
interesting not only for the readers, but also for the

authors who were compiling them. that is because they
were very complex and even now, every expert in this

sphere of study is baffled by them. but the modern
authors or translators of the kamasutra were too

interested in describing the positions, that he or she had
never seen before, but it was not even near to the

original text. and i mean all those positions, that were
described in the text of the kama sutra, that they were

the extremes. as a result, the translation was diversified
and enriched with new descriptions and positions of the
sex. however, that is not the whole truth. the authors,

who have translated the kamasutra, did not give it only
into the modern, but also into the ancient. at that time,
the kamasutra was considered the sacred book in india,

as a holy book of the brahmins. it was read at the time of
the ‘festival of love’, when the married couples spent
many hours together with a lot of love and happiness.

that is why, they were not only for them, but also for the
people of other religions. the kamasutra was given the
status of holy book, that is, it was read on the reading

rooms, where there were many people and the
atmosphere was quite cheerful. the book of kamasutra
was considered as the main source of sex, knowledge,

love and happiness, and the people who are interested in
this sphere of study, were called ‘kamasutra readers’.

there is no doubt, that the kamasutra was the best
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known book of the world. it was written in sanskrit, which
was the official language of the ancient india, that is, in
the indian culture of the epoch. this book was read and

known all over the world, especially in india. the
kamasutra was known as a result of translations into

many languages, like greek, latin, spanish, portuguese,
hungarian, slavic, etc. that is why the kamasutra, despite
being an ancient book was popular and it is still popular

today. it is interesting that the kamasutra translation into
some of the latin languages was carried out by the same
people. for example, the book was translated into latin

by a monk, who was called ‘venerable’ andrew. the
translations into the languages of europe were carried

out by the people from the ranks of the christian clergy.
that is why the kamasutra was read at the time when the
christian theologies were getting stronger and the people
of the other religions were considered as the enemies of

the christians. it is quite interesting, that in some
translations, the name of the monk, who translated the
book, was revealed. andrew was not only a translator of
the kamasutra, but also the author of other works, like
‘de sexis et amore hominis’ or ‘de bono mariti’. in fact,

andrew was a monk of the order of st. 5ec8ef588b
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